We present new evolutionary synthesis models for Simple Stellar Populations for a wide range of ages and metallicities. The models are based on the Padova isochrones. The core of the spectral library is provided by the medium resolution Lejeune et al. atmosphere models. These spectra are complemented by NLTE atmosphere models for hot stars that have an important impact in the stellar cluster's ionizing spectra: O, B and WR stellar spectra at the early ages, and spectra of post-AGB stars and planetary nebulae, at intermediate and old ages. At young ages, our models compare well with other existing models but we find that, the inclusion of the nebular continuum, not considered in several other models, reddens significantly the integrated colours of very young stellar populations. This is consistent with the results of spectral synthesis codes particularly devised for the study of starburst galaxies. At intermediate and old ages, the agreement with literature model is good and, in particular, we reproduce well the observed colours of star clusters in LMC. Given the ability to produce good integrated spectra from the far-UV to the infrared at any age, we consider that our models are particularly suited for the study of high redshift galaxies. These models are available on the web site http://www.fractal-es.com/SEDmod.htm and also through the Virtual Observatory Tools on the PopStar server.
INTRODUCTION
Spectro-photometric evolutionary synthesis models are the basic tools to obtain information about age, metallicity, mass, star formation history and other properties of objects whose stellar populations are unresolved. Population synthesis has proven to be now even more important to analyze data obtained from large surveys or/and from high redshift galaxies and to extract the star formation histories of millions of galaxies (e.g. Clemens et al., 2006; Asari et al., 2007; Cid Fernandes et al., 2007; Annibali et al., 2007; Clemens et al., 2009) .
Almost all the models used to study the integrated properties of stellar systems rest now on the notion, first introduced by Tinsley (1972) , that the stellar birthrate can be split into the product of a time independent function providing the star mass distribution, the initial mass function (IMF), and a mass independent function providing the star formation rate. In this way the integrated properties of a galaxy can be modeled as a combination of Simple Stellar Populations (SSP), that can be considered the building blocks of the population synthesis technique (Bruzual, 1983) .
There have been in the past many studies devoted to the computation of integrated properties of simple stellar populations, e.g. ; Bruzual & Charlot (2003) ; Leitherer et al. (1999) ; Bicker et al. (2004) ; González Delgado et al. (2005) ; Maraston (2005) ; Fritze-v. Alvensleben & Bicker (2006) . Important differences between these SSP models arise from the use of different stellar tracks (or isochrones), different stellar atmosphere libraries, different spectral coverage and resolution, inclusion of nebular emission and different input physics and computational algorithms. It is also worth noticing that many of the existing codes are optimized for the application to particular types of objects. For example, Leitherer et al. (1999, hereafter STB99 ) is tuned to analyze starburst galaxies, while other standard evolutionary synthesis models are mainly suited for old stellar populations.
Particularly important today, where a large observational effort is devoted to high redshift galaxies, is the ability to accurately describe the concomitant presence of very young and intermediate age (from a fraction to a few Gyr) stellar populations. Indeed, in the studies of high redshift galaxies, it has been shown that the use of models based on different ingredients may change dramatically the estimates of ages and masses of the underlying stellar populations (Maraston, 2005; Bruzual, 2007) .
This piece of work is the first paper of a series of three dedicated to PopStar models description and initial test-cases application. In this paper, Paper I, we describe PopStar models and show their good calibration with previous ones. We emphasize their suitability to model stellar populations in a wide range of age and metallicity. Paper II summarizes the results of computing the emission line spectra of the HII regions ionized by the youngest star clusters and compares these results with a sample of HII regions where the metallicity has been carefully determined through appropriate calibrators. Finally, Paper III calculates the photometrical properties of young star clusters, taking into account the contamination by the emission lines in the computed colors and the underlying old populations where these clusters are embedded with the aim of being able to determine the cluster physical properties from the photometrical information only in order to apply to large photometrical surveys.
The aim of this paper is to present an updated version of our evolutionary synthesis code (García-Vargas, Mollá & Bressan, 1998; Mollá & García-Vargas, 2000) that makes it suitable for the study of a wide range of stellar populations, from those extremely young to the oldest one, in a widest as possible spectral range. This is required on one side by the increasing relevance of young and intermediate age stellar populations in observed magnitudes and colours of high redshift galaxies and, on the other, by the advent of multi-band observations that cover at least from the rest frame far UV to beyond the near infrared.
We present a new code that combines a revision of the Padova isochrones used in García-Vargas et al. (1998) , mainly in the computation of intermediate age stellar populations, with the best updated stellar model spectra, including nebular emission for the youngest ages. The SSP spectra are based on the stellar atmosphere models by Lejeune, Cuisinier & Buser (1997) and Smith, Norris & Crowther (2002) for normal and massive stars, respectively, and the planetary nebula models by Rauch (2003) . The main reason for avoiding the use of empirical libraries, is that they still provide an incomplete coverage of the parameter space (effective temperature, gravity, metallicity, wavelength). The reason to avoid the use of other theoretical atmosphere libraries with good parameter space coverage and even finer spectral resolution, is that the latter models have not been yet carefully tested against observations as the one we have adopted. The models presented here are thus at medium spectral resolution and they have not been computed for comparison with high spectral resolution observations, like those recently published by González Delgado et al. (2005) ; Coelho et al. (2007) . However there are not, at the moment, high resolution spectra for all the stellar phases considered in this paper, and thus we paid more attention to the wide wavelength coverage, because our goal is to provide models useful for the study of high redshift galaxies.
Finally we remind that in the last decade it was recognized the importance of considering the effects of dust, not only for the extinction but also for the re-emission of the light in the mid and far infrared spectral regions, with the consequent extension of the population synthesis into these new spectral windows Bressan et al., 2006; Marigo et al., 2008; Clemens et al., 2009b) and even into the radio window (Bressan, Silva, & Granato, 2002) . As for the majority of literature models, also those presented here do not account for this effect directly, but they can be used in existing galaxy spectral evolution codes that account for the effects of dust as e.g. GRASIL Panuzzo et al., 2003; Vega et al., 2008) .
The plan of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we summarize the main characteristics of evolutionary tracks (Padova 94), isochrone calculation and stellar atmosphere models adopted. In Section 3 we illustrate and discuss the inclusion of the nebular contribution. In Section 4 we present the photometrical evolution of our SSP and compare it with that obtained by other selected models existing in literature. Finally, our conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
THE EVOLUTIONARY SYNTHESIS MODEL

The stellar evolution: the isochrones
The grid is composed by Simple Stellar Populations (SSP) for six different IMF's whose characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . The Salpeter (1955) power law, φ(m) ∝ m −(α+1) with α =1.35 with mass limits: a) between 0.85 and 120 M ⊙ , and b) between 1.00 and 100 M ⊙ , have been used for comparison with other set of models, in particular (García-Vargas, Bressan & Diaz, 1995) and STB99 (Leitherer et al., 1999) , respectively. The others IMF functions listed in Table 1 are Salpeter (1955 ), Ferrini, Penco & Palla (1990 , Kroupa (2001) and Chabrier (2003) , all of them computed with masses between 0.15 and 100 M ⊙ . The expressions are:
The isochrones used in this work have been computed for six different metallicities: Z = 0.0001, 0.0004, 0.004, 0.008, 0.02 and 0.05 adopting stellar evolutionary tracks from Bressan, Bertelli & Chiosi (1993); Fagotto et al. (1994a,b) and Girardi et al. (1996) . While the general properties of the stellar evolutionary tracks can be found in the above papers, we stress here a few points that are relevant for the present paper.
a) Mass loss Mass-loss is an important ingredient in the context of this paper because, in old and intermediate age stellar populations it determines the current stellar mass on the Horizontal Branch and on the Post Asymptotic Giant Branch (P-AGB) phases while, in young populations, it affects the relative distribution between supergiant and Wolf Rayet single stars.
Along the red giant branch (RGB) phase of low mass stars, mass loss is accounted for by means of the Reimers formulation, assuming η RGB = 0.50 independently of the metallicity as suggested by Carraro et al. (1996) and more recently by van Loon, Boyer & McDonald (2008) . The AGB phase of old and intermediate age populations is calculated according to Bressan et al. (1998) . The adopted value of η RGB is slightly larger than that assumed by Bressan et al. (1998) , η RGB = 0.45. However with these prescriptions the isochrones reproduce fairly well the UV integrated properties of Globular Clusters (Chavez et al., 2009) , and the observed Spitzer IRS spectra and mid infrared colours of ellipticals in Virgo , and Coma (Clemens et al., 2009b) , clusters, i.e. old stellar populations likely at the two extremes of the metallicity range of stellar systems. At intermediate ages, the colours compare well with the observations of LMC clusters (Persson et al., 1983; Kyeong, Tseng, & Byun, 2003; Goudfrooij et al., 2006; Pessev et al., 2006) as shown later in Figure 20 .
The mass loss formulation adopted in massive stars is amply described in the relative quoted papers. Here we remind that it was included in the computation of the evolutionary tracks with a metallicity dependence √ (Z), independently from the evolutionary status. The surface hydrogen, helium and carbon abundances are used to discriminate blue supergiant form Wolf Rayet (WR) stars, and to identify the main WN and WC evolutionary phases, as described in García-Vargas et al. (1995) . In this respect we remind that, besides mass loss, the appearance of the WR phase depends strongly also on other input physics like the stellar rotation (Meynet & Maeder, 2005; Vázquez et al., 2007) and/or the evolution within a binary system (e.g Vanbeveren, Van Bever, & Belkus, 2007) with suitable orbital parameters. These effects are not included in our treatment.
b Ages The age coverage is from log τ = 5.00 to 10.30 with a variable time resolution which is ∆(log τ) = 0.01 in the youngest stellar ages. At ages of a few million years, low mass stars are still contracting on the main sequence. This is not very important for the integrated properties because, under our IMF assumptions, the integrated luminosity is dominated by the most massive stars. At these young ages however, the latter stars may be still embedded in their parent molecular cloud, with the consequence that their ionizing spectra may be heavily modified by extinction. The effect in these cases would be that dust may attenuate the flux of ionizing photons, changing the total intensity and hardness of the ionizing spectrum. This effect is not considered in this paper but it will be the subject of a forthcoming investigation devoted to the effects of dust in young star forming regions. Nevertheless, our results are applicable to many star formation regions (e.g. Giant Extragalactic HII regions) that are not dominated by dust (massive stars are cleary visible even at UV images taken with HST).
c) Stochastic effects
When dealing with relatively low populated stellar systems it has been suggested that stochastic effects may significantly affect the comparison between models and observations. This is a wavelength dependent effect because stars in different evolutionary phases do not affect the various spectral regions in the same way. Several papers have been devoted to the analysis of stochastic effects in evolutionary synthesis models (e.g. Chiosi, Bertelli,& Bressan, 1988; Cerviño etal., 2002; Cerviño & Luridiana, 2004 Cerviño, Luridiana & Jamet, 2008) . Tuning the content of massive stars in star-forming regions via mass segregation related to stochastic effect was suggested by García-Vargas & Díaz (1994) as an alternative to an IMF steepening to decrease the number of massive stars, what helped to explain the emission line ratios observed in Giant Extragalactic high metallicity Hii regions. As we will show in Paper II these observations can now naturally be fitted by PopStar models, without the need of introducing this effect. Moreover, observations with HST show evidence against these stochastic effects in star forming regions, since very massive stars have been detected even in small clusters (e.g. Walborn, Maíz-Apellániz, & Barbá, 2002; Úbeda et al., 2007) .
We have defined stellar groups along each isochrones: Massive stars, MAS, are all stars with initial mass larger than 20 M ⊙ ; OB stars when their effective temperature is Teff 25000 K; red supergiants (RSG) if Teff < 6760 K; Wolf Rayet stars are split into WN stars, when the surface hydrogen content by mass is X<0.3, and WC stars when at the surface X = 0 and 12 C > 14 N by number. All stars more massive than 8 M ⊙ are supposed to die as core collapsed supernovae (SN). Intermediate and low mass (M < 15M ⊙ stars in the evolutionary phases beyond the asymptotic giant branch phase with Teff> 50000 K, are named Planetary Nebula (PN) stars. All other stars are classified as normal stars, NS. This classification will be useful to assign a suitable spectrum to the corresponding star. Table 2 shows, as an example, the time evolution of the number of massive stars, normalized to an initial cluster mass of 1 M ⊙ , for a Salpeter IMF with m low = 0.15 and m up = 100 (SAL2) and for solar metallicity. For each age, given in logarithmic scale in column 1, we have the number of: massive stars with M>20 M ⊙ in column 2, OB stars in column 3, Wolf-Rayet WN-type stars in column 4, Wolf-Rayet WC-type stars in column 5, Red Super-Giant (RSG) in column 6, core collapsed supernovae (SN) in column 7, and Planetary Nebulae (PN) in column 8. The general table for the whole grid of IMFs, ages and metallicities is given in electronic format (see http://cdsarc.u-strasburg.fr/cats/J.MNRAS.htx).
The strong dependence of the star counts in the different phases with the metallicity is shown in Fig. 1 . Here the numbers are normalized to the initial total number of stars in the isochrone from 0.15 M ⊙ to 100 M ⊙ .
It can be seen that WR stars appear only for Z 0.004. The RSG number also changes appreciably with metallicity: the number is smaller for the lowest metallicities but the age range at which they exist is shorter for higher values of Z. In contrast, OB and PN stars do not show large variations with the metallicity.
The effects of a different IMF are shown in Fig. 2 , limited to the case of Z = 0.02. The slopes of the adopted IMF affect significantly the number of stars of different types. For example, the total number of SNs produced by a stellar population of 1 M ⊙ , is 0.35 10 −2 for the case FER, 0.53 10 −2 for KRO, 0.87 10 −2 for SAL2 and 0.12 10 −1 for CHA. The temperature distributions of all WN and WC stars generated by an SSP of 10 6 M ⊙ are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively. Notice that the temperature is the core-hydrostatic temperature predicted by stellar evolution tracks and it is not the one used to assign the atmosphere model, as discussed later. Notice also that essentially no WR stars are predicted for Z=0.0001 and Z=0.0004, in the single stellar evolution scheme.
These histograms have been computed assuming a STB IMF in order to allow a direct comparison with . The main difference with respect to , is that our predicted number of WN stars, for solar metallicity, is smaller at all temperatures, but we reach higher temperatures than those ones calculated with the updated STB99. The different behavior of the histograms is due to the different sets of stellar tracks adopted (Padova's for this work and Geneve's used by STB).
Synthesis code description
To compute the integrated properties of SSPs we have used the synthesis code by García-Vargas et al. (1998) , updated by Mollá & García-Vargas (2000) , together with a revised version of the atmosphere models and of the nebular emission contribution.
The main atlas of atmosphere models is from Lejeune et al. (1997) , with its excellent coverage of effective temperatures, gravities and metallicities, for stars with Teff 25000 K. This atlas is used for all previously defined normal stars. For O, B and WR stars we have taken the NLTE blanketed models by , for Z=0.001, 0.004, 0.008, 0.02 and 0.04. There are 110 models for O-B stars, with 25000 K Teff 51500 K and 2.95 log g 4.00, calculated with the code by Pauldrach, Hoffmann & Lennon (2001) , and 120 models for WR stars (60 WN + 60 WC), calculated with the code CMFGEN by Hillier & Miller (1998) For post-AGB and PN stars we have used the NLTE models by Rauch (2003) . In this library the effective temperature goes from 50000 K to 190000 K and log g is between 5.00 and 8.00. For higher temperatures we use black bodies. These models include all elements from H to Ni and they are available for two values of metallicities: Z = 0.002 and 0.02. We have used the first metallicity spectra for our three metal-poor isochrones Z = 0.0001, 0.0004 and 0.004 and the solar abundance spectra for the three other metallicity isochrones, Z = 0.008, 0.02 and 0.05.
To assign the spectrum to the star along the isochrone we proceed as follows. We select the more appropriate model in Teff and log g in the corresponding spectral library following the definition of groups of stars. However, for normal stars with Teff 63000K 2.311e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 5.48
2.311e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 5.70
2.311e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 5.85
2.311e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.00 2.311e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.11
2.312e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.18
2.311e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.23
2.312e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.30
2.311e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.34
2.312e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.40
2.312e-03 3.555e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.45
2.311e-03 3.520e-03 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.48
2.312e-03 3.457e-03 9.522e-06 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 0.000e+00 6.51
2.312e-03 3. 31600K and gravity logg > 8, we use the PN spectral models, and for WR stars with Teff < 30000 K, we assign a OB spectrum.
Fig. 5-2 shows, for solar abundance, the values of gravity and effective temperature of the selected stellar models for normal stars (NS) and for those stars which end their life as planetary nebula (PN), as red and green dots, respectively, over-plotted over the effective temperature-gravity plane of the same kind of stars existing in the H-R diagrams used as inputs of our code, as yellow and cyan asterisks. The solid green line at the left part of the figure delimits the upper temperature above which there is no model for PN stars. We assign a black body spectrum to the stars located on the left of this line. The same figures for the other metallicities are in electronic format.
When the stellar wind is optically thick, as in the case of WR stars, the isochrone effective temperature cannot be used to assign a stellar model, since isochrones give the hydrostatic Teff, while atmospheres use the effective temperature at a Rosseland optical depth of 10, R * . In that case, to assign a model to each WR star, we use the relationships among optical depth τ, mass loss, dM/dt, and wind velocity, v(r):
where κ(r) = 0.2(1 + X S ) and X S , the H surface abundance by mass (assumed 0.2 for WN and 0 for WC). The mass conservation requires:
Assuming for the wind velocity the form v(r) = v ∞ (1 − R S /r) β with β = 2 (Bressan, Chiosi & Bertelli, 1984) , and integrating these equations, we find the relation between R * and the stellar radius, R S , as: This is the radius we use to select the atmosphere model. The first result of the evolutionary synthesis code is an H-R table for each age and metallicity, providing the basic quantities along the isochrones. As an example, Table 3 , for Z = Z ⊙ and age of 0.1 Myr, provides for each stellar mass (column 1), the effective temperature (column 2), gravity (column 3) and the luminosity (column 4) of the isochrone, and the values of the corresponding spectral model in columns 5, 6 and 7, respectively. Column 8 gives the mass loss rate. The star type is given in column 9. The last six columns, 10 to 15, give the number of stars in each H-R diagram point for each one of our six IMFs. The complete set of tables for all ages and metallicities are given in electronic format. In the assignation process, the luminosity of the star along the isochrone is preserved and therefore differences betweeen column 4 and 7 values are not significant. The black solid line indicates the identity. Red dots represent normal stars while green dots are PNs. In both cases they fall over the identity line. Wolf Rayet stars (WC as cyan dots and WN as blue dots, respectively) fall slightly below this line, which is reasonable since the temperature given in the stellar models is the temperature at this same Rosseland opacity equal to 10, lower than the hydrostatic Teff from the isochrone. The bottom panel shows an equivalent plot but for the gravity (without WR stars). Fig. 7 -2 illustrates the assignation errors in the effective temperature, for solar abundance. Again the corresponding figures, 7-1 and 7-3 to 7-6 for other metallicities are given in electronic format. The error in the assigned effective temperature as a function of the initial stellar mass, given by the difference between columns (2) and (5) of the tables, is below 10 per cent for normal stars (Fig. 7a) , and it is even smaller than 5-7 per cent in most of them except for some very metal-poor massive stars, for which it reaches a 15 per cent, and for the lowest mass stars, which are likely in the border of the PN region. In the first case, the increase in this error of temperature results from the fact that there are no atmosphere models for normal stars, hotter than 51000 K. All models above this temperature correspond to WR stars, but the hottest stars for (Fig. 7b) the error, as a function of the effective temperature, is slightly larger, mostly at the temperature boundaries. The main reason is that the temperature grid for PN atmosphere models is coarser than that of normal stars.
Mechanical Energy Injection and associated HII region
From the number of massive (O, B and WR) stars and SN, we can directly compute the rate of mechanical energy injected into the interstellar medium (ISM) by stellar winds and supernova explosions. At each age, τ, the energy injection rate by stellar winds is:
where M * , n WR (M * ) andṀ are the initial mass and number along the isochrone, and the current mass loss rate, respectively. The energy injection rate is obtained after adding to Eq. 8 the energy contribution by the SN rate
where ǫ S N is the energy injected by a single SN event and
is the SN rate or number of SN in each time step, given in Table 2 .
We can derive the radius of the associated Hii region from the mechanical energy produced by the expanding atmospheres of massive stars with strong winds. Castor et al ( 1975) demonstrated that an early-type star with a strong stellar wind can blow out a large cavity or bubble in the surrounding gas, if it is assumed to be compressed into a thin spherical shell. The wind-driven shell begins to evolve with an initial phase of free expansion followed Table 3 . H-R diagram for stars with 50M ⊙ M 75 M ⊙ and Z ⊙ and an age of 0.1 Myr (log Age = 5.00). The whole table is available in electronic format together with the complete set of H-R diagrams. by an adiabatic expansion phase, and then the material collapses into a thin, cold shell as a result of radiative cooling. At this stage the gas traps the ionization front and the radiative phase begins. In this phase the ionizing photons are absorbed and the region cools via emission in the Balmer lines. In this process, the radius of the outer shock, R HIIReg also called R s , evolves as:
where ǫ = dE dt (τ) is the total mechanical energy (SN and stellar winds) per unit time injected in units of 10 36 ergs s −1 , calculated with Eq. (9), n is the interstellar medium density in units of cm −3 , and τ the age of the shell in units of 10 4 yr. We have extrapolated this bubble geometry to a shell structure formed by the combined effects of the mechanical energy deposition from the winds coming from massive stars in the ionizing cluster and from SN explosions. Then, the ionized gas is assumed to be located in a thin spherical shell at that distance from the ionizing source. Table 4 gives the results of these calculations. We show for each age (column 1) the mechanical energy corresponding to the supernova explosions (column 2) same from stellar winds (column 2), and total (column 4). The radius, in pc, of the Hii region produced by this energy and calculated as described above, is given in column 5. The energy scales with the mass of the stellar cluster and therefore the radius of the HII region depends on this mass as M 1/5 , which must be taken into account when using this table. We show here only the results for the first 5 Myr of the evolution of a stellar cluster of 1 M ⊙ with IMF SAL2 and solar metallicity. The complete set of tables for all ages, metallicities and IMFs are given in electronic format.
Stellar Spectral Energy Distributions
We have obtained the Spectral Energy Distributions (SED's) of simple stellar populations for different ages (from log τ = 5.00 to (Table 1 ). Fig. 8 shows spectra for selected ages for Z = Z ⊙ and adopting the SAL2 IMF. The new SEDs are less hard than our previous models (García-Vargas et al., 1998; Mollá & García-Vargas, 2000) because of the use of the NLTE model atmospheres of massive stars. Above 54ev the emergent flux is determined by the wind density as a function of metallicity and, in the NLTE models, the hardness of ionizing radiation decreases. The models produce a lower flux in the HeI continuum, for Z > 0.4 Z ⊙ and Age < 7 Myr. The consequence of using the new models will be a lower excitation, in HII regions ionized by young clusters. Our previous models, with hotter atmospheres for massive stars (García-Vargas et al., 1995), could explain the emission line ratios observed in high metallicity Hii regions, only assuming a steepening of the IMF (i.e. a smaller number of massive stars) or invoking mass segregation effects in small clusters. Today, we know that this is against evidence since HST discovered very massive stars also in small clusters. The new models will explain these observations in a more natural way, as we will show in Paper II.
On the other hand, when Planetary Nebulae appear between log τ = 8.30 and log τ = 10.00, the SEDs are harder than in our previous models. This is due to the new models from Rauch (2003) , especially computed for these very hot stellar evolution phases.
Differences due to the adopted IMF are shown in Fig. 9 for three selected ages and for Z ⊙Ṫ hey may be significant because of the different contribution of massive stars in the young isochrones and of low mass stars in the old isochrones.
NEBULAR PLUS STELLAR SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section we describe how we include the the H and He nebular continua, free-free, free-bound and two-photons emission mechanisms, to the SED of simple stellar populations.
Nebular contribution calculation
We first compute the total number of ionizing photons, Q(H), Q(HeI), Q(HeII) and Q(OI), by integrating the specific photon luminosity of a given SED from λ = 0 to 912Å, 504Å, 228Å and 353.3Å respectively. The evolution of the numbers of ionizing photons for the 6 metallicities and the 6 IMFs is given in electronic format. Table 5 shows as an example the results for the SAL2 IMF and Z = Z ⊙ and for the first 5 Myr. For each age, (column 1), we provide the the number of ionizing photons, Q(HeII), Q(OI), Q(HeI) and Q(H), in columns 2 to 5, respectively. These quantities are also plotted in Fig. 10 for the first 5 Myr. These numbers are higher at low than at high metallicities, and show a smooth evolution with age. At the highest metallicities there are abrupt variations, especially for Q(HeII) and Q(OI), syncronized with the appearance of the WR phase. Effects of different IMF are shown in Fig. 11 limited to the hydrogen ionizing photon flux. The differences mirror the different number of massive stars for a given cluster initial mass, and its different evolution with time.
Once Q(H) has been computed, we can calculate the nebular contribution. We have included the hydrogen and helium (both He and He + ) free-free and free-bound emission processes as well as the 2-photon continuum. We have used the expression from Osterbrock (1989) :
where Q(H) is the number of ionizing photons, c is the light velocity, and α B is the recombination coefficient to the excited level in hydrogen, which depends on the electronic temperature. For the latter we have used values that depend on the metallicity, as summarized in Table 6 . The function Γ is the sum of the emission coefficients for Hydrogen and Helium, including both free-free and free-bound contributions, and the emission coefficient due to the two-photons continuum. That is: Γ = Γ(HI) + Γ(HeI) ×
N(HeII) N(H)
+ Γ(2q) The last function Γ(2q) coefficient is also taken from Osterbrock (1989) : with the coefficient A 2q = 8.2249. The values of α e f f and q 2 also depend on the electronic temperature (Table 6 ). We have used the values given by Osterbrock (1989) and we have performed a linear fitting, obtaining:
and q 2 = 5.92.10 −4 − 6.1.10
The function g ν is taken from Nussbaumer & Schmutz (1984) .
The functions Γ(HI) and Γ(HeI) have two terms, due to free-free and free-bound emissions. The terms due to freefree emission are calculated with the classical expressions from Brown & Mathews (1970) and Osterbrock (1989) . The free-bound contributions have been computed using the recent work by Ercolano & Storey (2006) . These last authors give the coefficients for the calculations of the continuous emission spectra of HI, HeI and HeII for energies from the first ionization threshold to the n = 20 threshold of hydrogen and for electronic temperatures in the range 100 T e 10 5 K. Their results are given in tables where they tabulate the function:
being t = T (K)/10 4 , ∆E is the difference between the photon energy and the energy of the nearest threshold of the lower energy and ∆E R is the same energy difference expressed in Ryd units. We have computed the values of the function Γ + f f (ν) for HI, HeI and HeII by interpolating in wavelength, and for the electronic temperatures corresponding to the adopted metallicities given in Table 6 . Fig. 12 shows the Γ + function, used for the hydrogen. Green and red empty circles are the values tabulated by the above authors, while the filled blue squares are the values obtained for our wavelengths. Then, we use Eq.15 to compute Γ f f (ν).
From these coefficients and those for the free-free emission we have obtained the total Γ f f + f b (HI+HeI+HeII). This total function is slightly different than the one we used in Mollá & García-Vargas (2000) taken from Aller (1991) . Fig. 13 compares the new results (black dots) with the old results (red stars), for T = 10000 K. The total function Γ is then found when we add the two-photons contribution. This total function is shown in Fig. 14 
Luminosity and Equivalent Widths for H α and H β
We have computed the intensity of the Balmer emission lines, in particular I Hα and I H β , with the following equations from Osterbrock (1989) :
and
with j β , α B and the Balmer ratio α/β that depend on the electronic temperature and, therefore, are different for each metallicity. We use equations (6) and (8) from Ferland (1980) for j β and α B . The ratio j α / j β is given by Osterbrock (1989) . We have measured the continuum of the stellar SEDs, S λ , at the corresponding wavelenghts, as well as the absorption line luminosity which we have subtracted from the emission line, to obtain the equivalent widths for the two lines: Table 7 gives the results of these calculations for a cluster mass of 1 M ⊙ , a SAL2 IMF, solar metallicity and for the first 5 Myr. The complete table is given in electronic format. This table shows for each age (column 1), the luminosity of the H β line in emission (column 2), and in absorption (column 3); the value of the continuum luminosity (stellar plus nebular) at 4860 Å (column 4), the equivalent widths of H β in emission (column 5), in absorption (column 6) and total (column 7). Columns 8 to 13 give the same information for H α .These results are obtained by using low resolution spectra. That means that the equivalent width in absorption is not very precise and the errors are of the order of 5 to 10 per cent. The photoionization codes, like CLOUDY (Ferland et al., 1998 ) computes more precise values of emission lines and luminosities.
EW(Å)
= [I emi − I abs ](L ⊙ ) S cont (L ⊙ Å −1 )(18)
Total Spectral Energy Distributions
By adding the nebular contribution to the SSP SEDs we have obtained the Total Spectral Energy Distributions. They are available in electronic format in http://www.fractal-es.com/SEDmod.htm and in compatible VO-table format in http://esavo.esa.int/vospec/, and can be used in the VO (PopStar models). Fig. 15 shows the total SEDs (arbitrary shifted for sake of clarity) for the SAL2 IMF and Z = Z ⊙ and for some selected ages. The nebular contribution is evident at the youngest ages ( log τ 6.90) and the ionization spectrum due to planetary nebula is also evident for the intermediate and old age ones (log τ 8.60). Notice that the spectrum of the SSP at log τ = 6.70 is dominated by WR stars.
The dependence of the total SEDs on the metallicity is shown in Fig. 16 for two selected ages. The largest differences are found at ages younger than 10 Myr, where the different contribution of the massive stars, due to different metallicity, appears. For example at 10 Myr low metallicity SSPs are still capable of producing a significant nebular continuum emission. On the other hand at these metallicities, there will not be WR single stars and, consequently, the corresponding SSP will lack their hardening effects at 5 Myr at shown in panel a) of Fig. 16 . At intermediate and old ages -panel b of the same figure-the differences at varying metallicity mirror the effects of composition on the temperature of the turn-off and of the RGB phase. In this respect it is interesting to compare with the age effects to appreciate the importance of the age-metallicity degeneracy: we can see that similar variations in the SED shape is found by changing either the age (Fig. 8) or the metallicity (Fig. 15b) .
PHOTOMETRIC EVOLUTION OF STELLAR POPULATIONS
Magnitudes and Colours
In this section we provide magnitudes and colors computed for the Johnson-Cousins-Glass and for the SDSS systems. Johnson-Cousins-Glass magnitudes UV1, UV2, U, B, V, R, I, J, H, K, and L are computed using the definition suitable for photon counting devices (Girardi et al., 2002) :
where R λ , the response function of the system, f 0 λ , the reference spectrum (Vega in this system) and its corresponding magnitudes, m 0 R λ , completely define the photometric system. For the reference spectrum we used a model atmosphere corresponding to the Vega parameters, Teff = 9550, gravity log g = 4 and Z = 0.006, interpolated on the Lejeune et al. (1997) spectral library. Finally, absolute magnitudes were computed assuming for Vega an absolute visual magnitude of V = 0.58 and all colors equal to zero. Table 8 is as an example of the absolute magnitudes for an SSP normalized to 1M ⊙ Z = 0.02 and a SAL2 IMF. Age is in column 1, column 2 and column 3 refer to the two ultraviolet HST magnitudes UV1 and UV2 and the other columns provide the U, B, V, R, J, H, K and L magnitudes.
1 . The evolution of U, B, V and K absolute magnitudes is shown in Fig. 17 for the case of the SAL2 IMF and for the six metallicities considered here. Differences among metallicities are more evident at old ages (τ > 1 Gyr) except for K magnitude, which shows a clear dependence on Z also for (τ < 1 Gyr), due to the important contribution of RSG first and AGB, post-AGB and red giant at older ages. At very young ages, τ 6 Myr, an important difference is due to the contribution of nebular emission.
The evolution of the corresponding U-B, B-V, V-R and V-K colours is shown in Fig. 18 . Besides the well known effect of agemetallicity degeneracy, other two important points appear from this Figure. Some colours do not increase monotonically with age. This is particularly evident for the V-K colour and for solar and twice solar metallicity. The second point is the reddening of the colours (but for the U-B) at ages less than a few Myr. This effect, which is more pronounced at low metallicity, is due to nebular continuum emission being relatively more important at longer wavelengths. For example, the V-K colours, without nebular emission included, saturate at V-K ∼-0.75 at ages below 3 Myr, for all metallicities. Thus the inclusion of nebular emission redden the colours of very young populations significantly. Though other effects may be at work at these young ages, like dust attenuation, it is worth stressing that, in presence of nebular emission, the colours of a very young metal poor population are as red as those of an intermediate age metal rich population. These properties will be discussed in more details in the forthcoming paper III where photometry including the emission lines, contribution, computed in Paper II, will be calculated.
Absolute magnitudes in the SDSS photometric system have been calculated following Girardi et al. (2004) and :
where R λ are the response curves of the SDSS filters An example of absolute g, r, I and z magnitudes, in the first 5 Myr, is provided in Table 9 . Their complete evolution is shown in Fig. 19 .
Magnitudes in these two photometric sytems for all IMFs, ages and metallicities calculated are available in electronic format in http://www.fractal-es.com/SEDmod.htm and in compatible VOtables.
Before concluding this section, we show, in Fig.20 , the comparison of our models against the observed integrated V-K colours of LMC clusters from Persson et al. (1983); Kyeong et4al. ( 2003) ; Goudfrooij et al. (2006) and Pessev et al. (2006) . Cluster ages have been estimated by adopting the S-parameter calibration by Girardi et al. (1996) . The black solid line is an average within suitable age bins. Models of all the metallicities considered here have been plotted. Taking into account that the oldest LMC clusters have very low metallicity, the intermediate age clusters have Z ∼ 0.008 and the young clusters have about solar metallicity, we may conclude that our models reproduce fairly well the observed colour evolution of LMC clusters.
In the following we will compare our models, hereafter PopStar, with those obtained by other authors and widely used in the literature. Our comparison is limited to the models by Leitherer et al. (1999) In some cases the same cluster has observations from different authors. 
Comparison of results with Starburst99
We begin our comparison with the models computed by Starburst99 code recalling that, in its last version, Starburst99 includes the atmosphere models for massive stars, as our models. However for the young ages Starburst99 make use of the Geneva isochrones. Fig. 21 shows the first 10 Myr evolution of number of ionizing photons for H, He and He+ (top, medium and bottom panel respectively). In each panel, our model are depicted with solid lines while, for STB99 we use long dashed lines. The blue color lines correspond to a low metallicity (Z = 0.004) case while, the red ones are for the solar metallicity (Z = 0.02). Differences between STB99 and this work are not very large for Q(H) and Q(He). They are more important for Q(He+) in the case of solar metallicity where our models show a more extended WR phase.
In Fig. 22 we compare our SEDs with those obtained with STB99, for some ages between 1 and 900 Myr. Panel a) shows the case Z=0.004 while panel b) shows referes to Z=0.02. In both cases an STB IMF has been assumed and a normalization to a total initial mass of 1 M ⊙ . Some differences appears at young ages, mainly due to isochrones differences as mentioned above. Remarkable differences appear at ages between 100-900 Myr when, in our isochrones, Planetary Nebulae appear. The nature of this discrepancy is certainly the higher fuel of our Post AGB stars, due to the different mass loss rate prescriptions adopted in our revised isochrones, besided the use of the model spectra from Rauch (2003) . Fig. 23 shows the evolution of B, V and K magnitudes in the top, medium and bottom panels, respectively. In the left hand side panels we show the results for Z=0.004, while those for Z=0.02 are shown in the right hand side panels. Our PopStar results are represented by red solid lines while for STB99 we use blue dashed lines. Notice that STB99 models are calculated only until 1 Gyr. Magnitudes B and V are practically identical in both cases. However, the K band shows slight differences with brighter (redder) stellar population for the youngest ages in our models compared with the STB99 ones, mostly for Z=0.004, at low metallicity. The same occurs for ages τ > 100 Myr: STB99 models are less bright than ours in K band.
The comparison of the U-B, B-V, V-R, V-I and V-K colours is shown in Fig. 24 , adopting the same notation for the models. The agreement is good. However, at solar metallicity there are some differences in the RSG colours (especially V-K) while, at low metallicity, there are differences in the AGB phase (likely caused by different mass loss rates) and at very young ages (likely caused by differences in nebular emission continuum contribution).
Comparison of results with GALAXEV models
Here we compare our results with GALAXEV models (Bruzual & Charlot, 2003) that are particularly well suited not include the effects of nebular continuum. To show this we plot in Fig. 25 as short-dashed red lines the results obtained for the PopStar stellar spectra without the continuum nebular contribution. The results are very similar to those ones from BC03. The difference PopStar-BC03 increases at decreasing metallicity because the strength of the nebular emission increases at decreasing metallicity. As already said, including this contribution at young ages, produces a reddening of the V-K colours from two to three magnitudes, depending on the initial metallicity. This contribution is thus relevant and should be included in the interpretation of the spectral evolution of star forming galaxies. At intermediate and old ages the differences in magnitudes and in colours are small, in particular for the case of solar metallicity. At low metallicity the difference become larger, especially in the V-K. The origin of this difference is most likely a different algorithm to describe the mass loss rates. This can be seen also from Fig. 29 , where we perform a comparison of the spectral evolution of a solar metallicity SSP, predicted by different authors. We notice that, contrary to the other models, a significant Post AGB phase is already present after 100 Myr in our models. From the same figure we may also notice the effects of the inclusion of the new spectra of Planetary Nebulae. Both effects combine to produce a P-AGB phase with a lower far UV luminosity.
Comparison of results with Maraston models
We have also compared our PopStar results with MAR05 models. The evolution of selcted magnitudes and colours are shown in Fig. 27 and Fig. 28 , respectively. We have used the same symbols and line coding used in the previous figures.
Since MAR05 does not include nebular emission, a large difference is present at very young ages, as before. There are also differences at older ages which may reach a magnitude in the V-K colour. The differences with respect to MAR05 models are in general larger than those with respect to BC03 models with our old models, Mollá & García-Vargas (2000) as MGV00, at some selected ages, as given in each panel.
From this figure it appears that MAR05 models lack both the hard ionizing flux of the Wolf Rayet stars as well as that of Post AGB stars. On the other hand STB99 models lack the the Post-AGB phase. GON05 models were calculated with higher resolution but within a shorter wavelength range (from 3000 to 7000 Å) than the other models. The only models that include the hard ionizing flux of WR stars and that of P-AGB stars are those by BC03 and our, old and new, ones.
Our new models are similar to our old MGV models. However the different procedure of temperature assignation and the different spectral library adopted, in the WR phase, result in a significantly less hard ionizing spectra This effects is also present in the Post-AGB phase. The nebular continuum is now more accurate because it includes not only the hydrogen but also the helium contribution. Furthermore, in the common wavelength range, our new models compare very well also with GON05 models.
From Fig. 29 we see that our models reproduce very well the behavior of the STB99 models at young ages. Moreover PopStar models follow very well the evolution of the GALAXEV and MAR05 models at old ages. Thus since STB99 models were specifically calibrated for starburst galaxies while GALAXEV and MAR05 were mainly calibrated for intermediate/old ages, we conclude that PopStar models can be safely used over the whole age range of stellar populations.
CONCLUSIONS
We have computed new synthesis models that follow the evolution of simple stellar populations from very young to very old ages. To this purpose we have combined the homogeneous and well calibrated set of Padova 94 stellar evolution models, with the most recent physics input concerning stellar atmospheres and, where needed, nebular continuum emission. Besides spectra over a wide wavelength range, these models provide a large quantity of additional information, useful for the analysis of the properties of stellar populations (see Appendix A).
From the comparison of our models with previous evolutionary synthesis models, we have shown that our models are well calibrated and can be safely applied over the whole age range of stellar populations. This is particularly important because we have shown that not all existing models include all the relevant evolutionary phases of stellar populations For this reason our models are particularly suited for the study of galaxies where a combination of stellar populations of different ages and metallicities coexist.
Our new models, the resulting SEDs and HR diagrams are available in the Virtual Observatory (Models in http://esavo.esa.int/vospec/ and the PopStar web-page at http://www.fractal-es.com/SEDmod.htm). • log(L/L ⊙ )-Md = Logarithm of the Luminosity (in L ⊙ ),
• log(Mdot)= Logarithm of the mass loss (in M ⊙ yr −1 )
• Err(Teff)= Error associated to the Teff (K) assignation
• Err(logL/L ⊙ ) = Error associated to the Log(L/L ⊙ ) assignation
• WR = Parameter with the following meaning: 1 (WN star), 2 (WC star), 3 (evolved hot star, e.g. PN), 0 normal stars (all the stars non-included in the previous categories)
• nstar-sal1 = Number of stars in that mass interval (weights) with IMF-1 normalized to 1 M ⊙ cluster
• nstar-sal2 = Number of stars in that mass interval (weights) with IMF-2 normalized to 1 M ⊙ cluster
• nstar-fer = Number of stars in that mass interval (weights) with IMF-3 normalized to 1 M ⊙ cluster
• nstar-kro = Number of stars in that mass interval (weights) with IMF-4 normalized to 1 M ⊙ cluster
• nstar-cha = Number of stars in that mass interval (weights) with IMF-5 normalized to 1 M ⊙ cluster (ii) Spectral Energy Distributions: We provide the spectra (SEDs) normalized to 1 M ⊙ cluster. Each file has four columns with the following contents:
• Ltot λ / L ⊙ (Å −1 ) = Total (star+nebular) continuum Spectra can be chosen by IMF type, age and metallicity. All the spectra have been normalized to a total mass of 1 M ⊙ . To convert the luminosities in ergs −1 you need to multiply by the solar luminosity, L ⊙ = 3.82 × 10 33 ergs −1 . Spectra can be managed with VOSpec (iii) Parameters relevant to the ionization cluster power: we provide 3 tables with the following information (all the numbers have been normalized to 1 M ⊙ ).
• logage = Logarithm of the age (in yr)
• N tot = Total number of stars at the time of cluster formation 
